
Density & Weight vs Mass 
 You MUST SHOW ALL YOU WORK & INCLUDE UNITS for mathematical items!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Density = Mass divided Volume (D = M/V) use this formula and concepts to answer items 1 - 6 

1.) A block of aluminum occupies a volume of 15.0 mL and has a mass of 40.5 grams. What is the density? 
 
 

2.) Mercury metal is poured into a graduated cylinder until full. The graduated cylinder holds exactly 22.5 mL. The mercury 
used to fill the container weighs 306.0 grams. From this information, calculate the density of mercury.  

 
 

3.) What is the mass of ethyl alcohol that fills a 200.0 mL container? The density of ethyl alcohol is 0.8g/mL. 
 
 
 

4.) A rectangular block of copper metal weighs 1896 g. The dimensions of the block are 8 cm by 5 cm by 4 cm. From this data, 
what is the density of copper.  

 
 
 

5.) How much (what Volume) of silver metal will weigh exactly 2500.0 grams. The density of silver (Ag) is 10.0 g/cm3 
 

 

 

6.)  Water is weird in that it becomes less dense when it becomes a solid. What happens to all the mass in the water if it 
becomes less dense. Is the matter being squished together or is it spreading out.  

 
 Weight = Mass x Acceleration of Gravity (W = mg). Use this formula and concepts to answer Items 7 – 12 
 You may use your own weight and mass if you are comfortable doing so, but are not required to.   

 

7.) Coach Hyde weighs roughly 300lbs. Convert pounds to kilograms, assume that 1 pound is = to 2.2 kg.  
 

8.) In the previous question you calculated either Coach Hyde’s Mass or your own Mass, and you know that the mass will 
always be                                              , on all planets, but                                   , changes depending on the planet’s gravity.  

 
9.) Using the calculated kilograms from item 7,How much does coach Hyde weigh on the moon (the unit for weight is N, 

Newtons) 
 

 

10.) How much does Coach Hyde weigh on the gas giant Jupiter?  
 

 

11.) What is the acceleration of gravity on Neptune if Coach Hyde weighs 1500 N on Neptune? 
 

 

12.) Would Coach Hyde be able to jump higher on Earth, Mars or Venus?  
 

13.) Which planet offers the most earthlike conditions regarding gravity? 
 

 Use the Density table to the right to answer items 13 - 18 
14.) Which of the substances (list all of them) in the data table will float on water based solely on density? 

 
15.) Which substance has the most matter packed into a cm3? 

 
16.) Which substance has the least matter packed into a cm3? 

 

17.) Assume you had a sample of each substance with the same mass, like a 5 
pound sample of each item, which sample would have the largest volume? 
(take up the most space) 

 

18.) Assume you had a sample of each substance with the same volume, like a 5 
gallon bucket of each, which sample would have the most mass? 


